
COURSE TITLE : CAPITAL MARKET
COURSE CODE : 4130
COURSE CATEGORY :           A
PERIODS /WEEK : 4
PERIODS/SEMESTER : 72 (18X4)
CREDITS :           4

TIME SCHEDULE

MODULE TOPICS PERIODS

I

Introduction, Meaning, Features and Importance of
Capital Markets
Classification - Primary capital market and secondary
capital market

17

Test I 1

II Instruments in money market
Instruments in capital market 17

Test II 1

III

Stock Exchange—meaning, definition, Functions
Membership
Speculation and Gambling
Buying and selling of securities

17

Test III 1

IV
SEBI—Role and Functions
Mutual funds
Non Banking Financial Institutions

17

Test IV 1
TOTAL 72

OBJECTIVES

MODULE I
1.1. Understand the term capital market
1.1.1 State the meaning and definition of the term capital market
1.1.2 Identify the functions of capital market
1.1.3 List out the importance of capital market
1.1.4 State the features of capital market
1.2. Understand the classifications of capital market
1.2.1 Identify the types of capital market
1.2.2 Differentiate primary capital market and secondary capital market
1 2.3 List out the functions of primary capital market
1.2.4 List the components of capital markets
1.2.5 State the factors influencing growth of capital market

MODULE II
2 1 Understand the money market and its Instruments
2.1.1 State meaning definition and features money markets
2.1.2 State the differences between money markets and capital markets



2 .1.3.Identify the instruments in money market
2.1.4. Describe the instruments of money market such as call money, Treasury Bills,
Trade Bills, Commercial paper, Certificate of deposits.
2 2. 0 Understand the Instruments of capital market
2.2.1 State the types of securities dealing in capital market
2.2.2 Classify the types of securities
2.2.3 State the meaning of the term equity shares
2.2.4 List out the merits and demerits of equity shares
2.2.5 State the meaning of the term preference shares
2.2.6 List out the advantages and disadvantages of preference shares
2.2.7 State the meaning of the term debenture
2.2.8 List out the advantages and disadvantages of debentures
2.2.9 State the meaning of the term gilt-edged securities
2.2.10 Classify the Govt. Securities
2.2.11 Identify the term semi-Govt securities.

MODULE III
3.1. Understand stock exchange
3.1.1 State the meaning and definition of stock exchange
3.1.2 List out the functions of stock exchange
3.2. Understand the members in a stock exchange
3.2.1 State the eligible criteria for membership of stock exchange
3.2.2 List out the types of members and operators
3.2.3 Describe commission broker, Jobber, Floor Broker, Remisiers, Tarawani

Buddiwallas
3.2.4 Differentiate between broker and jobber
3.3. Understand speculation and gambling
3.3.1 State the meaning of the term speculation
3.3.2 State the meaning of the term gambling
3.3.3 Differentiate between speculation and gambling
3.3.4 Differentiate between Speculator and Investor
3.3.5 Identify different speculators
3.3.6 Describe Bulls, Bear, Stag, Lame duck.
3.4. Understand the procedure for buying and selling of securities
3.4.1 Describe the procedure for buying and selling of securities
3.4.2 Describe the terms manipulation Kerb rigging, cornering, arbitrage, wash sales
3.4.3 Describe the steps in buying and selling of securities-finding a broker
3.4.4 Describe listing of securities,
3.4.5 Describe the merits demerits of listing
3.4.6 State requirements listing
3.4.7 Describe the procedure for listing

MODULE IV
4.1. Understand the term SEBI
4.1.1 State the meaning of the term SEBI
4.1.2 List out the objectives and functions of SEBI
4.1.3 List out the SEBI guidelines regarding Companies Act.
4 .2. Understand the term mutual funds
4.2.1 State the meaning of the term mutual fund



4.2.2 List out types of mutual fund
4.2.3 List out the advantages mutual fund
4.2.4 Describe  registration of mutual fund
4 3. Understand non-banking financial institutions
4  3.1 State the meaning of the term non-banking financial institutions
4 3.2 Classify the non-banking financial institutions
4  3 .3 Describe IDBI and its role in capital market
4 3.4 Describe IFCI and its role in capital market
4. 3 5 Describe ICICI and its objects and role in capital market

COURSE CONTENT

MODULE I
Capital market—meaning – definition—functions-Importance-Classification-Organised-
Un organised- Primary-Secondary-Structure of Indian money market

MODULE II
Instruments of money market—Call money-treasury bills-commercial bill-commercial
paper-certificates of Deposits-money market mutual funds
Instruments of capital market—equity share—preference
share—debenture—gilt edged securities—Govt. securities——semi-Govt. securities-

MODULE III
Stock exchange—meaning -definition—functions—members in a stock exchange——
types—commission brokers—jobbers—floor broker-Remisiers-Tarawaniwalas-
Budliwalas- speculation -types of speculators -gambling—
—bull—bear—stag—lameduck—Buying and selling of securities—
Kerb -cornering—arbitrage—wash sale—rigging -steps in buying and selling of
security—

MODULE IV
—SEBI— meaning objectives and functions—
SEBI guidelines regarding Companies Act—Mutual Funds—Meaning—Advantages—
Types –Registration of MF
Non – baking financial Institutions—Meaning—Classification—development
institutions—investment institutions—IDBI_IFCI ICICI-

TEXT BOOK SUGGESTED
1.Capital market and Financial services (Theory and operations)
–P.Subramonion Kalyani  Publishers.Ludhiana.
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